
 
 

 
 

Mission Statement  
 
 

Imperial Point, an established, community-oriented neighborhood in Northeast Ft. Lauderdale, 
Florida, is defined by a strong sense of purpose and a dedication to the well-being of our residents. 
Our mission is to foster a safe, inclusive, and thriving environment where residents take pride in a 
high quality of life for everyone who calls Imperial Point home. 
 
The Imperial Point Association, Inc. is a civic association committed to fulfilling this mission by 
focusing on several key objectives:  
 

 Empowering Homeowners: We believe in supporting our homeowners, offering programs 
and events that bring our neighbors together. 

 Building a Strong Sense of Community: We understand that a strong community thrives 
on connection and engagement. We actively develop and offer community- activities   

 Preserving and Celebrating Our Rich History: We cherish our heritage and are 
committed to identifying, preserving, and celebrating the unique homes and features that 
make Imperial Point special. We take pride in the individuality of our homes and work to 
ensure they remain cherished landmarks within our community. 

 Enhancing the Beauty of Our Streetscape: We value the distinctive character of our 
neighborhood, particularly the historic medians, entranceway, and canopy trees. We strive 
to preserve and improve these iconic features, making our streetscape a source of pride for 
everyone. 

 Prioritizing Safety: Safety is paramount to us. We work diligently with the City of Fort 
Lauderdale to improve safety conditions throughout Imperial Point, ensuring that our 
residents feel secure and protected within our neighborhood. 

 Fostering Effective Communication: We believe in open communication and active 
engagement among residents. We provide platforms such as our website and open 
meetings, that enhance interactions, allowing us to address concerns, share ideas, and 
celebrate the achievements of our community. 

At Imperial Point, we honor our past, embrace the present, and look forward to a promising future, 
united by the shared values that make us proud to call this community our home. Imperial Point is 
more than just a neighborhood; we are a vibrant and diverse community that offers a wonderful 
place to live, work, and play. 
 
 


